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Opening Ceremony
The excitement was palpable when delegates assembled for the opening ceremony. We
saw the nervous smiles on your faces delegates! The delegates were introduced to the
EB and the Secretariat followed by the special guests that graced the conference with
their presence. Akshay Aurora the VHMUN EB Coordinator welcomed delegates with
an inspiring speech leaving them pumped and eager. VHMUN had the privilege to
welcome Mr. Vishvanathan, Distinguished fellow at the Observer Research Foundation
and have him grace us with this words of wisdom. Delegates were all ears when our
keynote speaker introduced us to the world of diplomacy. A quote that truly sailed with
us was, ’When a Diplomat tells someone to go to hell, the other party must say,
“When's the next flight?” Our esteemed guest list included the names of, Priyanka
Chaturvedi, spokesperson for the Indian National congress, Mr. Vinayak Sudhakar, the
Schools Development Manager India for the CIE, UK, Dr. Ajay Prabhakar and
Ms. Kavita Sahay, Director of Schools Operations and Academics, VIBGYOR High.
We definitely saw some beautiful speeches this year made by our lovely Secretary
general, Noopur Jatania, our Founder Chairman, Mr. Rustom Kerawala, Mr. Shim
Mathew, our Principal and Ms Tripti Parekh, our Vice Principal. Our Secretary General
declared VHMUN 6 open, but not before we witnessed a wonderful performance of
‘Fight Song’ by Rachel Platten.
When it comes to the next UN Secretary General, we second Noopur’s voting choice
and hope that, you have a wonderful experience at VHMUN.
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Security Council
The debates that were witnessed at the Security Council were
something we surely weren’t expecting! Definitely not after we saw
the state of the committee at the Mocks. Quite the transformation,
we must admit. Probably one of the most entertaining committees
at the conference, there was never a dull moment in the room.
According to the Co-Chair, Neel Kabir, ‘The delegates are
distracted but energetic and that’s what’s important. Our favourite
moment would definitely have to be when the delegate of Syria,
who was barred twice on the first day alone; he did put 100 bucks
into Security’s pocket as he was being escorted out the second time
round. All the cross-talk
between the delegates really
ticked off our poor
Co-chair. While all of us were
stunned at the chaos in the
Security Council, (!!!), our
unimpressed delegate of South
Korea told the Press that
committee session was “as
boring as it could be.” Delegate, you obviously missed all the
punchlines.
People’s Republic of China: “This committee has been nothing but
a joke!”
Israel: *at the highest decibel possible* “We believe what DPRK is
doing is absolute s#!t.”
Some of our favourite exchanges were:
PROC: Are you saying Hezbollah is a terrorist organisation in your
country?
Lebanon: Yes
PROC: Kill me.
USA: … countries like Brussels…
Syria: Brussels isn’t a country, bro.
But the one that takes the cake:
Turkey: Can the delegate of Syria name
the source of his
information?
Syria: Why the heck would I give you
the source?
Chair: Delegate, language.
Syria: Why would I give you the
source?
Turkey: Because…
Syria: BUT I DON’T WANT TO GIVE IT TO YOU.
When we asked the Chair, Shaun Bhasin, for his views on the
committee sessions, he went on record to say they were good. We’d
prefer not to mention what he said off record. After everything we
witnessed on the first day alone, the Press Team, for one, was left
exhausted and all we could say is, WOW. While a fun committee
is always appreciated and a pleasure to witness, let’s not forget that
this is the SC, probably the most important committee.
The second day at the Security Council saw intense debate although
the general ethos of chaos did not die down. The delegate of Syria
was, once again, the star of the show and a trailblazer for the rest
who looked up to him in awe. Being barred close to 15 times did

nothing to dilute his influence. We saw visible tension between the
delegates of PRC and Turkey which found its way into committee
sessions as well although the delegate of PRC was far more vocal
about it. We finally saw the committee take some direction.
However it was very disappointing to see that a resolution was no
where on the horizon and discussion of the second agenda, a distant
dream.
The highlight of the day was an intense but amusing
screaming-match between the delegate of Syria and the Co-Chair
where all kinds of insults were hurled at each other. In conclusion,
we’re glad to see the committee living up to its name. The third day
had arrived but the second agenda was no where to be seen. The
Admin member won hearts with all the hard work he did and was
given the title of ‘Superman’ by the delegates. We saw a particular
frustration on the faces of the dias by the third day and committee
proceeded with standard debate, apart from the discussion of a
resolution which witnessed some giggles from the authors and
co-authors, our usual troublemakers, PROC, Syria, UK and the
Russian Federation. We also caught a glimpse of the delegates
playing rock-paper-scissors to decide who read out the next point. I
guess all we can hope is that the SC is not only the most unexpected
committee at the conference but also the one with the most
entertaining and fiercely opinionated bunch of delegates taking
their seats at the Security Council.
Best Delegates: China
Honourable Mention: Syria, UK and USA

Historic Security Council
‘I don’t want to push you into this, but I want to push you into this.
Delegates, this is the USA’s
speech!’ Day 1 at the historical
Security Council started off
with the delegates burning with
curiosity. The delegate of UK
inquired about getting ‘nuked’,
and when questioned by the
chair about the chances, all we
receive was a casual response
saying, ‘Who says I was the one getting nuked?’ ‘Ooh, a rebel!’
After answering all the doubts of the delegates and trying to make
the first timers feel comfortable, the committee
proceeded to
debate. The committee unanimously voted for Topic A: 6 Day War.
The press was happy to find a ‘Mr. Factfiles’ in the delegate of
USA. We then had the delegate of Syria who spoke as if he were
reading a fairy tale to a bunch of toddlers. Excuse me delegate,
none of us are toddlers... at least physically. The committee was
handled perfectly by the Chair Akshat Nagori who encouraged the
delegates’ efforts, by rewarding them with a candy for anything
out-of-box or well performed. Things got a little more exciting once
news came in that Noah Eshkol, the Israeli Prime Minister's
daughter was kidnapped. The moment of the day was definitely the
guest speech made by the chair guised as Yasser Arafat. Pull up
your socks, HSC! Remember when we said the delegate of Syria
was reading out his speech like it was meant for a bunch of
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toddlers? Maybe he was right. Instructions had to be repeated
continuously, and there was absolute CHAOS. Kind of like a herd
of bulls on a rampage. Honestly, when we asked HSC to pull up
their socks, this was CERTAINLY NOT where we were heading.
We expected something over the top from a committee so chaotic
for the ‘Motion of Entertainment’, but all we received was a failed
‘Yo Mama’ battle.
The motive of the delegates was focused around waging war, rather
than trying to resolve it. It looked like it was about to escalate in to
World War III before the chair intervened and reminded delegates
that their real purpose of coming here was to resolve and not
destroy. Sadly, the delegates’ attention was diverted as they were
more interested in breaks and motions of entertainment than
focusing on the resolutions for the committee. Overall, it looks like
the committee wasn’t what it was made to be, as they failed to
progress to second agenda in the time they should have taken.
Tch…tch…tch. They say that variety is the spice of life. And
delegates of the HSC, you SERIOUSLY need some spice in your
life if you think you can impress us with such a shoddy display.
Best Delegates: USA
Honourable Mention: France and Yugoslavia

UNHCR
The atmosphere in the UNHCR room was light hearted and filled
with the soft buzz of chatter among the enthusiastic delegates.
Ranging from a variety of delegates, from Amnesty International to
Angelina Jolie, this committee was one, with the most number of
experienced delegates. Even with this population of experience, the
committee managed to receive flak from the secretariat with
comments like “The most misbehaved committee I’ve seen”.
The discussions moved on,
until after the tea break when
the chairs seemed to be
growing frustrated. Funny
chits spread through the room,
questions like “Do you have an
accent” and “Are you a
foreigner” spread humor
through the committee. Our
secret Brad Pitt kept us entertained, by sending chits to his
Angelina Jolie who responded negatively. The air was filled with
the occasional burst of laughter and applause but everyone seemed
to be listening intently, even going as far as to call out the speakers
on their grammatical errors and minor inaccurate facts.
“The delegate mentioned 13.6 billion refugees. How is this possible
when it is more than the human population?”
“Delegate, I said 13.6 million not billion.”
The co-chair started off day two of the MUN, and her birthday,
walking in ‘fashionably’ late and creating a momentary pause in the
session to sing Happy Birthday. Within twenty minutes of the
session admins were already scrambling around, passing chits
among the talkative delegates. Amidst the chatter, a “Syrian
refugee” rushed in with a crisis, announcing China had bombed his
refugee ship and killed his brothers and sisters while in Chinese

territory. The delegate of USA later made the following press
statement: “The government of USA believes this is an act of
violence against USA. Due to ignorance of China, they murdered
over 6000 refugees and 20 US citizens.” To add to the crisis, bodies
and forms of ID were found, and unexpectedly, Argentina’s
allegations seemed to be right; some of the bodies were identified
as terrorists. The main culprit in this crisis, China, was surprisingly
unnerved and even compared the incident to watching a dramatic
scene from a movie.
The delegate of Russia formally apologized to the delegate of USA
for inappropriate comments by reciting a poem which made no
sense but had the audience erupting in laughter.
We were proud to hear the delegate of Palestine using an analogy
suggested in the Press’ pre-conference release column written to
help keep your speeches interesting. Good to know you guys take
our advice into consideration! On the final day, the committee was
crawling. Still discussing topic A of the first day, everyone was fed
up and without a resolution, the discussion was still not concluded.
No one tried to grab the attention of the media, and everyone was
still recovering from the fantasies of the delegate dance. Everyone
seemed to go on about the same thing, stealing points from each
other, not even bothering to
elaborate. The first and second
day was full of mischief but
today, the delegates were too
busy battling sleep to worry
about being entertaining.
Delegates, we hope you resolve
your issues and manage to get a
good night’s rest. All the best!
Best Delegates: China
Honourable Mention: Syria, The Vatican and USA

DISEC
DISEC, one of the bigger committees began committee sessions
very simply with a general explanation and solving of queries for
the benefit of all newbies, which we saw an abundance of.
Finally, formal debate started with the GSL being announced. The
committee saw a good mixture of experienced delegates and
newcomers alike however due to a majority of newcomers who did
not fully comprehend procedure, the debates were a bit slow. The
session droned on and the delegates continued to stumble over their
points.
Although a bit clumsy, the DISEC was a very entertaining
committee, courtesy of some very amusing chits we read
Some of the interesting chits said:
1) From: Israel
To: Palestine
-Sup?
-Nice way of talking to a
girl.

2) From: Botswana
To: Mexico
-More diamonds
Less price More commodity
Less price
Simple logic; learn your economy
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Working papers were titled
‘Pokémon’ and chairs were
threatened to let delegates
speak or else they won’t show
up for VHMUN day 2! The
second day continued with the
same agenda Demilitarization
of the Arctic Circle. This time
the chair and the co-chair
warned delegates that the dais
would be stricter and no cross-talking would be tolerated. The
delegate of Saudi Arabia and allies concluded the topic, but it was
pulled apart by rest of the committee. The delegate of Iceland made
some good arguments while discussing the resolution and gained
significant praise from the rest of the committee. The Chair wasn’t
particularly impressed with some irrelevant points that the delegates
raised during the discussion of the second agenda- Secretariat states
of the Middle East. While planning the GSL, the chair gave an
opportunity to the delegates who didn’t speak before. More than
half the committee raised their placards and the chair claimed that
was ‘not possible’. The day concluded with
the motion of entertainment, in which the
delegates had to write anonymous chits
and got a chance to be open about their
opinions. All in all, tears, laughs, and chits;
the Press saw it all at the DISEC.
Best Delegates: Iran
Honourable Mention: Iceland, Maldives
and Syria

On interviewing the Chair, he notified us that the delegates need to
be more aggressive and controversial. He told us, that due to the
huge number of inexperienced delegates, he was unable to give the
committee a crisis.
By the end of day two, against expectations, an improvement was
visible as the delegates were no more reading out their random facts
from sheets. The proposal to
start a
motion of
entertainment was finally
agreed to, where the
delegates were required to
make anonymous confessions
which were read out in front
of the entire committee.
Chair reading a chit:
Chair: ‘You’re the kind of person I’d die for,’
Committee: ‘Awwwh!’
Chair: ‘Just not to see your face again!’
Committee: ‘Oooooh’
The third day of the committee, commenced with another lot of
delegates reading, not speaking. Come on delegates! You need to
do better than this.
The first agenda lasted all three days during which, the Chair finally
gave the committee a crisis. There were two resolutions in the
making, both were named ‘1.1’. Even though this was not the most
exclusively intense committee, the first timers received a great
experience and the improvement was noticeable.
Best Delegates: India
Honourable Mention: Bhutan, South Africa and USA

ECOSOC

HRC

The committee-without-a-co-chair, saw a great show of hands when
asked for the number of first timers. Yet, there were a
commendable number of delegates willing to speak up.
The enthusiasm of the Delegate of USA was not lost on the Press,
as the delegate pressed on for passing a various number of
moderated caucuses (even though a majority of them failed).
The first day was pretty slow with not much activity. This
committee saw accents
ranging from British to
Balinese. The delegate of
Czech Republic took utmost
advantage of the ‘ice-olated’
room and constant droning of
the delegates, by catching up
on his sleep. Way to go
delegate!
Much to the chair’s dismay, most of the delegates ended up
deviating from the topic. It was only in the last ten seconds of their
speeches, that the delegates remembered what the actual topic was.
The committee finally had an unmoderated caucus, in which
delegates howled the names of their working papers. The Chair was
not very happy with that, for sure. The working papers, named ‘Big
Bucks’, ‘Chimichangas’, failed and passed respectively.

The HRC committee was a group 94 delegates, from which 75% of
the crowd were first time MUNners. The crowd was a caboodle of
enthusiastic newcomers, who used their hearts and souls to debate.
The fledgling herd had an enormous difficulty speaking LOUD,
CLEAR and SLOWLY. Furthermore, our excited Libyan delegate
spoke for almost three times with his very grandiose accent, that got
us awe struck with his speech. Even the delegate of China tried to
maintain the reputation by confidently rambling, until he ended up
‘forgetting’ his speech. We all know that the story of the ‘CHITS’
have always been the interesting part of all VHMUN conferences.
The VHMUN6 session of HRC was no different. There were chits
past to the DPKR delegate asking about how many MUNs they
have attended and other informal talks. Well, this was INFORMAL
to the minimal. It was followed by a chit, past to the delegate of
Italy asking where is his ‘SAMBHAR’! All summed up, the HRC
committee started with a
choppy beginning but as they
got into the flow, everything
turned out to be smooth. The
second day started up with a
quick roll call and then voting
for the agendas. It was
followed by an angry crowd of
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d elegates who wer en’t
recognised even after jumping
out off their seats, but the co
chair’s excuse of there being
too many people, which
agitated the crowd. Moreover,
the fast speaking co chair and
the chair (who was addicted to
his phone while delegates
presented their points), made the crowd frustrated. Furthermore,
these exasperated delegates went to their friends and the press to
complaint. This led to a negligent and distracted crowd after the
first break, where the delegate of Nicaragua who was unaware of
the topic itself and the delegate of Palestine had inadequate material
which led him to no answers when questions were posed to him.
Amongst all these problems were the inefficient admin staff who
weren’t present at the point of need. HRC admin... time to buckle
up, get on your feet ASAP and leave the gossip behind.
All in all, the ardent members made the atmosphere vivid and
enjoyable. Looks like everyone is trying hard to reach the co-chair,
Ms. Eesha Datanwala’s expectations (as mentioned in the La
Voce). More people have become active and participation has
drastically increased. The third day started off with a roll call with
delegates who were still too soft and still inattentive. With no
motions of entertainment till the morning of the third day, the
delegates were blazed and bored. The working papers had
extremely hilarious names like-‘UNICORN’ ‘DUMA DUM’, etc.
Nevertheless, with the beginning of the first draft resolution there
comes a series of applauds and sighs.
The days went past at lightening speed. The delegates of the HRC
committee needed to polish their speech presentations by speaking
much more CLEARLY,SLOWLY and LOUDLY. The chairs were
much frustrated at the end of the roll call itself, and were hesitant
about even a single draft resolution passing. It left the atmosphere
heavy and smelly.
Best Delegates: Afghanistan
Honourable Mention: Cameroon and Oman

Moda rated
This year, we witnessed a fair share of bold fashion statements.
Some we thoroughly appreciated (read: Neel Kabir’s mirrored tie),
others, not so much. We have begun to see a pattern when it comes
to the average fashion faux pas and to be honest, it’s getting
monotonous. Sports shoes, absence of socks (I mean, come on!),
casual and mismatched clothes are the norm every year.

All was not lost though, we were quite impressed by the male
delegation this year. We saw all the ladies swoon when you walked
in in your sharp suits. We were a bit disappointed by the lot of
ladies though; we did spot some lovely outfits, but shrugs mistaken
for blazers, prints that hurt the eyes, and torn stockings did not
amuse us. We saw some wonderful fashion choices from the Admin
and Security. But delegates, just because you’re a good speaker and
fast thinker, you do not get a get-out-of-jail-free card when it comes
to the wardrobe. Didn’t we warn you that we’re always watching?
Don’t be under the impression that we missed the neon, cargo
pants, casual t-shirts and all the DENIM! Heels. Don’t wear them if
you cannot handle them, please. Remember, comfort over pretence,
always.
We say this yet again, 50lbs of makeup? Not attractive. Ladies, if
we were at a beach, y’all would look super chic but this is a Model
UN. Chokers and skater skirts are super cool, but let’s leave that for
concerts. We understand that sneakers are very comfortable, but
delegates, beauty is pain especially when it comes to MUN.
All said and done, we sincerely hope you take our advice next year.
Until then delegates, stay confident and classy.
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Inside the Press Room
“What does the press do?” We know that this is a question that you all want to know the answer to. Well,
you’re in for a shock. While you’re sitting in your committees, we’re running all around the hotel, trying to
figure out ways to make things interesting for you. If you were to enter the press room, you’d find half empty
plates along with shoes and bits of paper lying on the floor. It’s more the mess room than the press room. Our
logic is, why keep sitting on the chair when the carpet is good enough. We know we are chaotic, but at least
we don’t fail like half of your committees. The first day is usually not that happening. . That’s a good thing,
because we don’t remember breathing in the next two. In case you decide to join Press, and Sreesha Singh is
your Press Head, we’d advice you to be productive and submit things on time. Trust us, we know. Day two is
when things get hectic. Running around from one committee to another, trying to get good pictures and
write-ups and let’s be real, we’re always looking for coffee. Just because we look all pretty doesn't mean we’re
not tired. Even though we had to run around a lot, we have to admit, it was quite an honour to publish each and
every mistake you made. Your mistakes are our accomplishments so keep it up. Excuse us, we mean no harm,
we just give you what you want. Lets be real, after three days of MUNing, nobody wants to hear about boring
things. Everyone wants to read light. the third day is usually the most stressful, it is a combination of dirty
dishes and deadlines.
In conclusion, working with our team is no less than an endurance sport and it is one we are well accustomed
to. So, we hope to see you next year delegates, and hope you keep us entertained.

